QST, QST, QST, Calling all FARM net members. This is (call, name, qth) your net control station for this session. The Friendly Amateur Radio Mission net meets daily on 3937kc at 0200 UTC. The purpose of the FARM net is to promote good amateur radio practice by being available for Emergency and other traffic, meeting old friends and making new friends on the air.

All amateurs are welcome to join the net. A station may get on the roll by checking in at least 5 times in a 30 day period. A member station must check in at least 5 times in a calendar month to remain on the roll, unless excused by the Net Manager (net manager call).

This is a directed net so please do not transmit unless invited to do so by the net control station. If you hear a station you wish to contact, or hear a station I did not recognize please break with the words contact or relay and your call sign. Late and Visitor check in’s will be called for after the regular roll call.

NCS ORDER OF BUSINESS

2. Is there any emergency traffic before we start the net?

3. Are there any relays on Emergency traffic?

4. Are there any QST's for the net?

5. Are there any mobiles station wishing to check in? Are there any relays on mobile stations?

6. Call the roll. (At this time, if you choose, you may ask for a designated relay station prior to calling the roll.)

7. Are there any updates for the net?

8. Are there any missed mobile stations? Are there any relays on missed mobiles?

9. Call for late, missed FARM net members. Follow up with visitor check in’s.

10. Is there any further business for the net?

CLOSING

11. Hearing no further business for the FARM net. This station (your call). Would like to thank everyone for checking in. The relays were very much appreciated.

You can find out more information about the FARM net by visiting our web site at farmnet3937kc.net. The FARM net will now close at (time utc). (your call, name, qth) your net control station for this session will return the frequency to regular amateur use. Good evening and 73.